Global Vision To Spotlight New Quality Control Platform At Drupa 2016

The Quality Control Platform is the fastest way to find and eliminate errors on packaging

Online PR News - 05-May-2016 - Global Vision will be showcasing its all-in-one Quality Control Platform at drupa 2016, offering intuitive tools for inspecting text, graphics, Braille, and barcodes. The Quality Control Platform is designed to help printers and pre-media companies ensure accuracy, traceability and achieve uniform packaging quality throughout workflow while reducing artwork rework cycles, errors, and associated costs.

Join the Global Vision team at drupa, Messe Düsseldorf, May 31 - June 10, booth #E20 Hall 7A.

"With the Quality Control Platform, we are providing the entire quality control process for packaging in one place," said Mike Malz, Creative Director at Global Vision. "We are excited to help usher in a new era of quality control that will help shift companies away from unreliable manual methods, but most importantly give the confidence that packaging is accurate when it reaches the customer."

We are excited to help usher in a new era of quality control that will help shift companies away from unreliable manual methods, but most importantly give the confidence that packaging is accurate when it reaches the customer.

Product highlights at drupa 2016

All-in-One Quality Control Platform
In response to significant and growing demands for web-based proofreading technologies, visitors to the Global Vision booth can see demonstrations of its Quality Control Platform. This solution is ideal for the high demands of the printing and packaging market looking to ensure the accuracy of their client's text and artwork for their clients.

Scanproof - Print Inspection
Docuproof - Text Inspection
Artproof - Graphics Inspection
Barproof - Barcode inspection
Brailleproof - Braille Inspection
Spellproof - Spelling Inspection

Leader in quality control technologies for 25 years
Learn why major printer and pre-media companies worldwide have implemented Global Vision Solutions:
Download our latest brochure or request a web demo.

About Global Vision
Global Vision is the world leader in the design and delivery of Innovative Proofreading Technologies. Our solutions are widely interoperable and have been integrated into the packaging workflows of leading printing firms, consumer packaged goods companies and over 72% of major pharmaceutical companies worldwide.
Global Vision's complete suite of advanced Quality Control solutions featuring text-based, pixel-based and Braille inspection technologies, are designed to eliminate printed artwork and copy related errors, providing end-to-end security at every stage of the packaging workflow. All our proofreading solutions meet FDA 21 CFR Part 11 / EMA Annex 11 requirements.

Headquartered in Montreal, Canada, Global Vision has worldwide representation. For more information, please visit www.GlobalVisionInc.com
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